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What You Say… And How You Say It
Communication


Communication is the way you get information to other people. 

You communicate with language, expressions, body language, and behaviour. 

Understanding how you communicate will tell you the messages you are sending 
to other people.

Complete these sentences with the most truthful answers about yourself.

People understand me best when I ________________________________

	Arguments are caused when ______________________________________


	My friends listen to me when _____________________________________


	An insult makes me feel _________________________________________


	When people give me advice that I didn’t ask for, I __________________


	People get upset when I  _________________________________________


	I will say that I’m sorry when _____________________________________


	My friends get angry with me when I _______________________________


	I am willing to listen when _______________________________________


	When people listen to me, I ______________________________________


	I trust people who ______________________________________________


	When I am angry, I _____________________________________________



Marks:				(1 mark each) 					/12
Thinking

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Critical- and creative-thinking skills about life situations
Uses critical- and creative-thinking skills with limited effectiveness
Uses critical- and creative-thinking skills with moderate effectiveness
Uses critical- and creative-thinking skills with considerable effectiveness
Uses critical- and creative-thinking skills with a high degree of effectiveness
If people correctly “read” the messages that you send out, then you are communicating well. If people think you are saying something different than you really are, you will have to work on sending out more correct information.

Language at Work

Use check marks in the following chart to indicate your usual habits.

Always
Usually
Sometimes
Never
I avoid swearing




I know and use a lot of different (often long) words




I do not interrupt other people




I am relaxed and calm most of the time when I am speaking




I keep retelling the same stories




I try to avoid arguments




I do not use worn-out phrases or jargon




I chew gum a lot, so when I speak, I’m also chewing




I speak in a low voice and people ask me to repeat what I said




I say a lot of negative things





Based on this chart, what are your three best ways in communicating?

1. __________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________________

What are your three biggest difficulties in communicating with other people?

1. __________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________________

Marks:					(1 mark each) 				/16
Knowledge and Understanding

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Understanding of relationships between concepts of body language and communication
Demonstrates limited understanding of relationships between concepts
Demonstrates some understanding of relationships between concepts
Demonstrates considerable understanding of relationships between concepts
Demonstrates thorough and insightful understanding of relationships between concepts


